Introduction
In simple treatments of beam transport in storage rings and beam lines, one neglects electromagnetic interactions between the particles. The evolution of the beam envelope can then be calculated from a knowledge of the single particle motion as determined by the external guide field of the lens system. This approximation is justified when the particles are highly relativistic. In this case the electrostatic and magnetic forces between pairs of particles essentially cancel since they have similiar magnitudes and opposite signs [1] .
The position is different, however, when the particles are travelling slowly compared to the speed of light as, for example, in the case of heavy ions. Then, the electrostatic repulsion is stronger than the magnetic attraction and there is a net force on the particles over and above that due to the lens system. W h en such a space charge force is present it is no longer possible to calculate beam envelopes in x -px -z -pz space using the independent particle approach; the motion of a single particle is influenced by the electromagnetic forces of all the remaining particles of the beam. Since these forces are on balance repulsive, the beam has a tendency to expand and particles can be lost if the physical machine aperture is not correspondingly increased.
In the following, we show how to calculate the envelopes and sizes of coasting beams in the presence of transverse space charge forces so that more accurate estimates of the required machine aperture can be made. 
If the coupling between the betatron oscillations and the energy deviations of the
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where B is the external guide field and F sel^ is the space charge force due to the beam itself.
For simplicity, we make the following assumptions about the charge distribution of the bunch:
.
) W e consider a coasting beam whence the longitudinal dimension is much greater than the transverse dimension. Only transverse forces are included.
2. )A t position s, the beam has an ellipse-like cross section in the x-z plane given by the equation [7, 8, 9] E\ ■ x 2 -2EX GX Then, with respect to the (x,z) axes we obtain: 
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If the closed orbit is straight, equation (2.1), when written in terms of the x-z-s compo nents, takes the form [7, 8] v -s J r X J rz = s -{ 1 x + z ) ; with the H am iltonian [7, 8] 
(3.2b)
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Because the variables x,px,z,pz are canonical, the transfer matrix is symplec.tic [7, 8] : 
M T(s, so) ■ S • M(s, so) = S
)
As we prove later, we may ensure that the projections in the x -z (and the x -px and z -pz) plane is elliptical by choosing a particle ensemble ( a t s = s0) which occupies a five dimensional ellipsoid in x -px -z -pz -A p/p space whose surface is of the form [ In the next section we calculate the projections of the ellipsoid on the x -px,z -pz and x -z planes. Thus we see I --[Ef -E2 Z j • sin 2i9 + EX GX ■ cos 2t 9 | . 
The projection of the five dimensional ellipsoid
Ex • Gx = • G -.
G(0) = Gx
G(t t / 2) = Gz
Solution of the Equations of Motion
Thin lens approximation
In matrix form, the equations of motion ( N H------------------------- 
Initial conditions for the ellipsoid
The A generalization to the 6-dimensional case is in preparation.
